SILAC yeast: from labeling to comprehensive proteome quantification.
Mass spectrometry-based quantitative proteomics can identify and quantify thousands of proteins in complex mixtures, enabling characterization and comparison of cellular functional states in a proteome-wide scale. In this context, stable isotope labeling with amino acids in cell culture (SILAC) has emerged as a simple yet powerful approach, which has been applied to address different biological questions across a variety of systems, ranging from single cells to entire multicellular organisms. In this chapter, detailed instructions for SILAC labeling yeast are provided, including a series of quality checks for evaluating labeling efficiency and procedures for determining the optimal labeling parameters for a particular yeast strain. In addition, two different complete workflows for the comprehensive mass spectrometry-based SILAC quantification of close to the entire yeast proteome are described, which can be applied to assess any biological question of interest and, therefore, can be of broad use for the researchers in the field.